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ABSTRACT 
Minimal free resolutions for prime ideals with generic zero 
(t(;J, to”3-” lt;l, t(3mn2t;2, t;“), n, < n2 < n3 positive integers, (nl, n2, n3) = 1, are 
determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let nl < n2 < nz be positive integers with g.c.d. (n,, n2, ns) = 1. A 
monomial curve in IPi, k a field, has parametric representation 
(ton,, t;J-nlt;l, t;3-nzt;z, t;” ) and corresponding prime ideal P( nl, n2, nJ) = 
P c k[x,,..., xg] = R. In [l] an algorithm was developed by which a minimal 
generating set M of cardinality p(P) = p for P could be determined. Our 
objective here is to show that for p > 3 a minimal finite free resolution of the 
ideal P is given by 
We determine the mappings explicitly. 
REMARK 1. For p(P) = 3, R” = (0). For completeness, if P = (F,, F2), 
then a minimal free resolution is 0 + R + R2 + R --) R/P + 0 with the 1st 
syzygy module minimally generated by (F,, - F, ). 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
In order to obtain a minimal generating set for the 1st and 2nd modules of 
syzygies, it is necessary to describe briefly the algorithm of [l]. 
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Let { i, j } = {2,3}. The relations 
= ajln, ajini, (i) 
mini = ai,nl + aijnj, cfil<(Y. 11’ (ii) 
with nonnegative coefficients (Y, produce a relation 
(cxj + aij)nj = (ajl - ai,)nl +(aj, + ai)ni (iii) 
with nonnegative coefficients. 
Let P( nr, n2, n3)lt,= 1 = Pl,o= 1 be the prime ideal with general zero 
(til, t;z, t;“). Then by [4] 
and fi and f, are uniquely determined provided one takes (ear and c+r 
minimal. From fi and f3 one obtains relations such as (i) and (ii). The resulting 
relation (iii) has a corresponding polynomial fiz. Repeating the process as in 
the Euclidean algorithm for (~sr and (~sr, one obtains for some natural number 
r a polynomial &, = xg2 - xa 21~ 21 with & > &r + &s and & minimal. Setting f 
{&f,>= {Lb) [fil corresponds to Equation (i)] and denoting homoge- 
neous polynomials by capital letters, we obtain for P a generating set 
M*= {F,,H,E {F,,F,}, F,,E {F,,F,}, F,,,...,F,,,=&..; Fw..&,, 
=Hk+r;...; F,_,,, ,..., F,_l,l,_l=H,; F,.l,...,FrI,}. Omitting from M* poly- 
nomials differing by a multiple of -1 (this occurs if A= -4, {i,j}& 
{ 1,2,3}) provides a minimal generating set M for P. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Macaulay’s curve). Let n, = 1, n2 = 3, n3 = 4. Then 1ca - 
rrxe = f3 = h,, x2 - x1” = fi = - fi = fil, x2" - $x3 = f& x; -x1x3" = fi3 =
hl,Y and thus M = {x0x3 - x1x2 = H,, X~X~ - xf = F,,, X,X: - X~X~ = Flz, 
xi - x1x: = F13} generates P(1,3,4) minimally. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let M = {F, = ~1”” - x~~x~x~, F, = x~x~ - x:x3 = H,, xix: 
-x'3x =J7 =j7 11, xo”x; - x4x7 = F 
= Fl, }? By Faking 2 x 2 min&s’of 
12 = H,; xo”xi3 - x;x;’ = Fzl, xp - x1x;” 
22 -5 -7 
-9 6 -1 1 
we obtain nr = 47, n, = 85, n3 = 87. 
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3. THE MAPPINGS Gi, 1~ i < 3 
If e i,. . . ,e,, are the generators of R”, then the matrix of +i is determined 
by col[$i(ei)] = col[F,], where 1~ i < p, F, generate P, and co1 indicates a 
column vector. 
To motivate the determination of the matrix of $Z we start with an 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the polynomials I?,, and Fiz in Example 1. 
Eliminating - X: and - X:X:, results in the syzygy - xoxzH, + x~F,, - xiF,, 
= 0. Similarly - xfH, + xzF,, - x,F,, = 0 is obtained by eliminating the first 
terms in F,, and F,,. All syzygies of the first syzygy module will be obtained 
this way. 
We start by assuming F,, F,, F3 distinct. In case F,, F,, F3 are not distinct, 
we have at the beginning one fewer polynomial and the relevant relations are 
then given below starting with (5). 
Let y = c~i - (~ia - ~yis, 6 = (~ai + (Ye - (~a. For S > 0 we have y - 6 = (pi 
- (Yai + Lyz - (Yi2 - (Yis - (Ya3 = (Ygi + (Ysa - a[s > 0. We then obtain 
and 
For 6 < 0 we have 
and 
(4) x;‘x;“F1 + xf=F2 + x;‘“F3 = 0. 
Let {i, j} = {2,3}, Hk = xgYokx:‘h - x:lkxjlk, 
Hk, Fkla Fkl+l not equal to F, in case of distinct Fj, 16 i < 3, Fk l+ 1 # F,, . By 
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For k > 1 let H,_, = x~k~lx~k 1 - xllk-1~7” 1 provided H,_,, H,, Fkr 
are not equal to F,, in case of distinct initial polynomials, and also for 
F,, # F,.,,. We then have 
REMARK 2. 1 < I, in (5) and (6), since if 1 = Z,, then (5) and (6) either 
become (7) and (8) with Fkl, = H, or (9) and (10). We also note that the 2 X 2 
minors of the coefficient matrix of Equations (l)-(10) taken pairwise, i.e. (1) 
and (2) and so on, are, up to a + or - sign, the polynomials in those 
equations. 
We will assume in the sequel that we maintain the established order, i.e. 
(1) preceds (2) and so on, in the row order of the matrix S, for &. Counting 
by columns, we have two syzygies for the first three columns and two for 
every column thereafter, for a total of 2 + 2(~ - 3) = 2~ - 4 rows. 
EXAMPLE 4. For the curve of Example 1, we have 
-x()x2 xg -x, 
-x1” x2 -xg 
= 0. 
-x; x.3 - Xl 
- x0 
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For Example 2 we obtain 
-XT 
- x;: 
2 6 4 
-x()x2 -x1 
5 
-x1x3 -x 0” 
-xi3 x; -xf 
- x1x;” x’z - x0” 
Fl 
F, = H, 
4 = Fll 
Fl2 = H2 
F 21 
F 22 
= 0. 
We next determine the matrix for +3. To obtain nonzero syzygies of the 
second syzygy module we assume p > 4. In this case we subdivide the matrix 
S, determining +2 into blocks of four adjacent rows with an overlap of two 
rows in adjacent blocks. For notational convenience we omit variables and list 
only the exponents of nonzero entries with a + or - sign in each row. If the 
initial polynomials are distinct and F,, = F2, then we obtain for the first four 
rows 
I 
(y32 (Y-6~a,3) a21 
a23 a31 637 %2> 
ff3 - (26 - y, a2> - a31 
a32 -(a21-a31+%3) -(Y-s> 1. 
This gives rise to a syzygy [x:21, - xt32, - xOy_“, xF”‘,O,.. .]. Similarly, if 
F,, = F3, then we get [x:23, - x;“z, xi, - xiQ1,.. .] as initial syzygy of the 
second module of syzygies. 
REMARK 3. We note that the construction of the above 4 X 4 matrix and 
all following matrices of this kind depends on Equations (l)-(10). 
We now turn our attention to the middle portion of S,. We assume that 
Fkl has been obtained from Fkl_l by using H, according to the algorithm in 
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[l]. There are two cases to consider: 
(a) Fkl # H,, 1. The 4 X 4 matrix 
- (&kl) PjkE - Yjk > Yik - Ylk 
-(b~kltPikl-Yik) yjk -yOk 
- (&kl - YOk, Pjkl) Yik - Ylk 
- (Plk/ - Ylk, bikl) Yjk - YOk 
defines the syzygy [0, . . . , 0, XYJk - XYlk, - x?A, Xllk,O )... 1, 
(b) F,, = H,+ 1. The 4 X14 ‘matGx 
I 
- (&kl, bjkl - Yjk) Yik - Ylk 
- (blkl, Pikl - Yik) Yjk - YOk 
Pjk -(YOk-&kl,Yik) - &kl = - Ylk+l 
Pik -(Ylk-Plkl’Yjk) -POkl= -YOk+l 
defines the syzygy [O,...,O, xr,k, -XT”, xOY~)~+‘, -x:‘~+‘,O,...]. 
Finally if F,,rp, # Hrpl, then the matrix 
I 
-(Q,-2Y,,) Y3r - Yl, 
- C&l + Ylr 2 P23 - 2Y3, > Y2r - Ye 
-(P2-Y2r) (Yor - V,Y3r) - Yl, 
- (Pzd23 - Y3r) Y2r --v 
defines the syzygy [O,. . . ,O, x2y”r, - xj?r, - xh, x[lr]. Similarly, if F,,, ~ 1 = H,_ 1, 
then [O,. . . ,O, ~~~~~~~~ - xfzeYZr, x:, - x:1’] is obtained as the last syzygy. 
We now determine the row number of the matrix S, determining G3. 
Counting by columns of S,, we obtain one syzygy for the first four columns of 
S, and one for every two columns thereafter, for a total of (2~ - 4 - 4)/2 + 1 
= p - 3 rows. 
EXAMPLE 5. For Example 1, S, = [x2, - x3, - x0, xl]; for Example 2, 
x3 
4 
-x2 x0 -x7 
s, = I x3 -x2 6 xg 2 4 -x1 x; -x; -x0” Xl 4 1. 
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4. PROOFS 
To show exactness we use the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion of [3]. Since 
rank(+,) = 1 (the rank of c#+, 16 i < 3, being defined by the largest non- 
vanishing minor of &) and since rank(&) < p - 1 (every p X p minor of S, is 
zero, since the columns are related by the generators of P), this amounts to 
showing that S has two (p - 1) X (p - 1) minors, which form an R-sequence, 
and S, has three (p - ~)x(P - 3) minors, which form an R-sequence. In S, let 
col( F) and col(G) be the columns which multiply the initial polynomials F 
and G, F # G. We form the (p - l)X(p - 1) submatrices [sij] of S,, i E 
{I,2,3,5,..., 2~-5}, j#col(F) and iE{1,2,4,6 ,..., 2p-4}, j#col(G). 
The two (p - 1)x@ - 1) minors form the set { Ifr x,“lF, u1 >, 0, _t x,“oG, 
a0 > 0}, which is an R-sequence of length 2, since F and G are irreducible, 
hence relatively prime. For p > 4, in S, we form the (p - 3) x (p - 3) 
submatrices[sij],l<idp-3,jE{1,3 ,..., 2p--7}orjE{3,5 ,..., 2p-5) 
or j E {4,6,... 2~ - 4}, with a set of determinants { 5 a$~$ # 1, f x9, 
& > 0, + ~fl, {i > 0}, which forms an R-sequence of length 3. 
EXAMPLE 6. We obtain in Example 4 { - x0F3, xlF,} or { xi7F,, 
- n:F,}, and in Example 5 {x2, - x0, xi} or { ~iri, - ~08, xi’}. 
To prove minimality of 2~ - 4 and p - 3, we observe that, since R is a 
domain and P # 0, by [5, p. 781 the Euler characteristic of R/P is 0. 
Therefore if 2~ - 4 is not minimal, then p - 3 is not minimal. But clearly the 
syzygies of Ss are linearly independent over R, hence minimal in number. 
Thus 2~ - 4 and p - 3 are minimal. 
We have shown: 
THEOREM. Ifp( P( n,, n2, nJ)) = p > 3, then 
is u minimal f;ee resolution, where +2 and $x are given by the matrices S, and 
S, respectively. 
COROLLARY. P = P(n,, n2, n3) is perfect (i.e. R,, “,,,., ryj mod PR,, o,..., x,) 
is Cohen-Macaulay) iff p 6 3. 
Proof. Since a minimal generating set of P becomes a minimal generat- 
ing set for PR,,0,...,,3), the resolution of the theorem is valid for PR,,o ,X3j. 
The corollary now follows from the equation relating depth, projective 
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dimension, and Krull dimension for finitely generated modules over regular 
local rings. n 
REMARK 4. The corollary was also obtained in [2]. For Macaulay’s 
example of an imperfect prime ideal see Example 1. 
5. CONCLUSION 
For a homogeneous ideal Z c k [ x0,. . . , x,] let + be the homomorphism 
and Vi = @((x0,. . . ,xr)= m). By [6, p. 2571 a minimal resolution of R/Z 
enables one to obtain the Hilbert function H(t, Z) = dimk(mt/E” ‘). How- 
ever, since this involves the degrees of the polynomials of the syzygies, it is 
not clear that a closed expression for H(t, Z) can be obtained this way. For 
P = P(n,,. . . ,n,), gcd( nr,. . . ,nr) = 1, with parametric representation 
(q, t;r-“‘t;‘,. . .,t(yy,.. .) t;~), T > 3, 16 i < r, we can describe ZZ(t, P) 
as follows. Since for Z = P, 
Xi 4 tyy, O<i<r, and no = 0, 
we have H(t, P) = number of different monomial terms n~=O(t~~-“lt;l)a~ 
with Ci=aq = t, or 
H(t, P) = nrtl+l 
i 1 
-P(P). 
If N= (n,,..., n,) and N = (n, - rr_ r,. . . ,nr - nl, n,) are numerical semi- 
groups generated by the indicated elements, the condition defining H( t, P) as 
monomials translates into 
c ai <t. (ii) 
i=l 
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From this p(P) = (number of gaps in N)+(number of gaps in 8) follows 
readily. [As communicated by B. Renschuch, this expression for p(P) also was 
obtained independently by I. Klemm and Th. Schmitt.] 
REMARK 5. The above expression for p(P) does not effectively compute 
the Hilbert function. The Hilbert polynomial of all monomial curves in P3 has 
been explicitly computed by J. Kraft in his 1983 Purdue University thesis 
“Singularity of Monomial Curves.” 
We would like to express our appreciation for the time spent and expert 
advice given by Craig Huneke, Andrew Ku&in, and Peter Schenzel. Thanks 
are due to the referee for a careful reading. 
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